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Abstract

Background: Stroke is one of the major public health problems in the world today. It is the third leading cause of death worldwide after ischaemic heart disease and cancer. Stroke mortality is especially high in sub Saharan Africa (SSA) which accounts for as much as 87% of all the stroke deaths. Stroke however has become a treatable disease.

Methods: We reviewed the literature on Stroke in SSA. We searched the PubMed database for studies on stroke in SSA, and included those that were community based, conducted in any SSA country and reported on awareness, mortality, risk factors and care.

Results: We found few community-based studies. Most of the studies were hospital based. There were more studies on stroke mortality and risk factors in SSA. Few studies dealt with issues of access to stroke care. Most of the studies on stroke care showed that care is still mostly supportive. South Africa however had more stroke units and state of the art stroke care than other countries in SSA.

Conclusion: There have not been many studies on optimal stroke care in SSA. The few studies seen showed that care has been majorly supportive.
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Introduction

There is a large burden and mortality of stroke all over the world [1] especially so in sub Saharan Africa (SSA) which currently has the added burden of non-communicable diseases superimposed on the usual large mortality from communicable diseases. Stroke was considered an untreatable disease for many years; but is now a treatable condition. The significant advance was made when the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and stroke (NINDS) recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (rt-PA) stroke study group first reported that the early administration of rt-PA benefited some carefully selected patients with acute ischaemic stroke [2]. This breakthrough study caused a major revolution in the management of acute ischaemic stroke such that with early detection and management, there are few if any permanent sequelae [3]. Stroke care was therefore revised and adopted by many centres in the developed world.

In the current guidelines, the first goal is to prevent or reverse brain injury [4]. These include: attention to the patient's airway, breathing, and circulation (ABCs) and urgent performance of an emergency noncontrast head CT scan to differentiate between ischemic stroke and hemorrhagic stroke. Thereafter, treatments designed to reverse or lessen the amount of tissue infarction and improve clinical outcome are instituted. This falls within six categories: (1) medical support, (2) IV thrombolysis, (3) endovascular revascularization, (4) antithrombotic treatment, (5) neuroprotection, and (6) care in stroke centers and rehabilitation [4].

More than twenty years later, it is noted that many stroke patients are not getting the stroke treatment they need [5]. In view of this, the theme for 2016 world stroke day was 'FACE THE FACT: Stroke is treatable'. There is an added tagline of 'Lives can improve with better awareness, access and action [5]. The right care makes a difference, but many people are NOT getting the stroke treatment they need. This paper will examine the challenges involved in optimal care found in the tagline 'Lives can improve with better Awareness, Access and Action' in sub Saharan Africa.

Epidemiology of Stroke in Africa

Similar to coronary heart disease, stroke was thought to be rare in the African Negro until in 1977 when it was shown that stroke accounted for 0.9-4.0% of total hospital admissions and 2.8-4.5% of total deaths in Africans [6]. Other studies thereafter have recognized stroke as one of the most common neurological diseases in the black African [7-9]. In several studies from the West African sub-region, it emerged as the leading cause of adult neurological admissions, constituting up to 65% of such admissions [10-12]. Furthermore, a steady increase in stroke admissions has been observed in some institutions that have monitored their stroke admissions over time. In Tanzania, stroke admissions increased from 23 per 100 000 in 1935 to 86 per 100 000 in 1962 [13]. In Ghana, the number of stroke patients admitted per year increased from about 50 in 1960 to 622 in 1993, and the percentage of total adult medical admissions due to stroke increased from less than 2% in 1960 to about 12% in 1993 [13]. Stroke admissions to hospital therefore are clearly rising in Africa [12,14].
Average stroke incidence in Nigerian has been estimated to be 116/100,000 per year [15]. Anecdotal reports estimate that every Nigerian knows or is related to somebody who has had a stroke before [16]. Studies from other African countries estimated stroke crude incidence rates ranging from 31/100 000 per year in Harare, Zimbabwe in 1998 [17] to 149/100 000 per year in Maputo, Mozambique in 2006 [18-20]. Crude prevalence rate of stroke in urban Nigeria is 1.14/1000 (males 1.51, females 0.69) [21]. Nigeria is the most populous black nation hence, with this average, crude prevalence of 1.14/1000, in a population of 170 million, it means that 193,800 Nigerians will suffer stroke yearly.

Stroke is the third leading cause of death worldwide after ischaemic heart disease and cancer [22] and regrettably, most of these deaths occur in the low income regions of the world [14,23] accounting for as much as 87% of all the stroke deaths [12]. This high death toll is even more in SSA where mortality and case fatality rates are alarming ranging from 21% to as much as 50.6% [24-34]. In addition, stroke has also been noted to be a major cause of unregistered deaths in many developing countries [14,16]. The inference is that the above high figures therefore may actually be the tip of the iceberg since all the studies are hospital based.

Face the Fact: Stroke is Treatable Awareness, Access, Action

Stroke awareness in SSA

Stroke is generally regarded as a spiritual disease in Africa. This is majorly reflected in some of the African languages as follows: mba agbara (a hug from the spirit) in Ibo, ekpo mira (a slap from the ghost) in Ibibio and Efik, ofa (an evil arrow) in Yoruba and shan inna (paralysis by the spirit) in Hausa language. This belief spreads through other countries as shown in some of the studies. In a study carried out in Accra, 25% of the participants believed that stroke is a spiritual illness caused by evil spirits [35] same with 13.8% of the respondents in a Nigerian study [36]. These socio-cultural beliefs affect the health-seeking behaviour; hence, many of the stroke patients are taking to traditional healers or the church for healing. One author observed that weakness of the limbs or face, especially if of sudden onset, is commonly attributed to supernatural causes by indigenes, hence the resort to herbalists for treatment in some instances [37]. In fact anecdotal reports note that one common cure amongst the Hausas in northern Nigerians is to tie a ram to the paralysed side of the body as a cure. Some relatives of patients, or patients themselves while in the hospital, would initiate discharge against medical advice to go to herbalist homes for continuation of treatment [37] being 19% of the patients in one case [31]. Consequently, as much as 13%-14% of the respondents showed a preference for spiritual healing as against hospital treatment in some studies [35,36]. The role of traditional healing practices and practitioners in health care delivery in SSA therefore cannot be ignored and interestingly, this role is increasingly being recognized. For example, in Ghana, traditional healers have been incorporated as providers into their National Healthcare Delivery System [38]. Traditional and faith healers are often sought after to care for diabetes [39], hypertension [40] or adverse CVD outcomes such as stroke [41].

Regarding those who are aware that stroke is a medical disease, there is the issue of poor knowledge. In the study from Ghana, the organ of the body associated with stroke was noted to be the brain by 40%, the heart by 10% while other aspects of the body were mentioned by 44% [35]. This is similar to a study in Uganda where as much as 76% did not recognize stroke as a disease of the brain [42]. The heart was incorrectly identified by 54% of the respondents as the injured organ during stroke [43] in Nigeria 29% did not recognize the brain as the organ affected [36]. There is also poor knowledge of the risk factors of stroke. In one study, surprisingly, lack of exercise was identified as the commonest factor (37%) while Diabetes was least cited as a stroke risk factor (13%) [35]. In addition, only 23% correctly listed one established stroke risk factor, 21% correctly listed two established risk factors, 14% correctly listed three established risk factors and 10% correctly listed four or more established risk factors for stroke [35]. In Uganda, the leading, risk factors identified by the participants were stress (36.6%) and hypertension (28.9%), respectively. None of the study participants identified cigarette smoking as a stroke risk factor [42]. The most common stroke risk factors listed by the respondents in one Nigerian study were hypertension (78.2%) stress (59.9%) and old age (58.3%) [43] while only 39.8% in another study were able to mention at least 1 well-documented modifiable or potentially modifiable risk factor, hypertension though still the most recognized was by a mere 34.7% of the respondents. Other risk factors mentioned by the respondents were: diabetes (7.3%), alcohol intake (4.5%), smoking (3.8%), overweight and obesity (1.9%) and heart disease (0.6%) [44]. Two other Nigerian studies showed a better knowledge of the risk factors where hypertension was identified as the commonest risk factor by 69.4% [45] and 88.6% [36] in the other. The study population of these two studies is worthy of note; the first was carried out in a secondary school while the second study was carried out amongst health workers. This highlights the enormous importance of education and enlightenment. In fact, it has been shown that provision of an information booklet on stroke significantly increased the knowledge of risk factors and warning signs in a sample of hospitalised stroke patients and their carers [46].

Concerning the stroke warning signs, numbness on one side was surprisingly identified as the commonest warning (44%) while unspecified pain was the least cited (11%) in one of the studies [35]. However, weakness (51.9%) was the most commonly identified warning sign in a Nigerian study [45]. Expectedly, the Nigerian study carried out amongst hospital workers showed better knowledge once again in that one-sided body weakness (61.9%) was most commonly identified as warning symptom [36]. On Further examination, over 70% (n=485) of the respondents in the study from Ghana either believed that lifestyle alterations can be made to reduce the risk of stroke, or stroke is a preventable disease, or stroke requires emergency treatment [35]. Majority (83.0%) of the respondents in one the Nigerian studies indicated that stroke was preventable whereas only 37.1% of them were aware of stroke recurrence [43]. In all, the general awareness of stroke is poor.

Access to quality stroke care in SSA

Access to optimal healthcare is a major concern in SSA. The first noted problem is the poor healthcare seeking behaviour seen over the years. One author estimated that as much as 80% of the population of a developing country like Nigeria live in rural areas and lack access to western type hospitals but rather seek care from traditional healers, churches and others [8]. This is particularly so in stroke which is commonly regarded as a spiritual disease hence the preference for spiritual healing [35-37].

Secondly, SSA is resource poor area since most of the countries are low and middle income earning countries. Unfortunately, healthcare...
has not been a priority in the budget. Therefore availability and access to health care delivery for those who opt for western type hospitals is deficient especially in the rural areas since most hospitals are located in the urban areas. Superimposed on this unavailability is the lack of infrastructure and equipment in these few hospitals. In view of this, in April 2001, the African Union countries met and pledged to set a target of allocating at least 15% of their annual budget to improve the health sector and urged donor countries to scale up support [47]. This declaration referred to as the 'Abuja Target' while being met and even surpassed by some countries like Rwanda, Liberia, Malawi, Zambia, Togo and Madagascar, is yet to be met by some others. In fact countries like Mozambique and Chad have actually slashed down their annual health spending from the budget [47]. Currently, Nigeria (most populous black nation) is way below the target. A sum of ₦6bn was the Nigerian total budget in 2016. The amount allocated to healthcare was ₦250bn which represents a total allocation of 4% of the total budget [48]. Due to this disparaging poor funding of health care in most countries in SSA, access to quality care remains a mirage. Hence, access to quality optimal stroke care all over SSA therefore is regrettably not in the near future. In addition to the foregoing is the cost of stroke care. In a systematic review of the cost of stroke in low and middle income countries, the highest mean direct medical cost of stroke was ₦842k in Nigeria. The lowest mean cost of stroke was in Senegal (₦146) [49]. The total cost averaged EUR 679.6 +/- 297.90 in Lome, almost 19 times higher than the minimum monthly salary of civil servants in Togo (EUR 36.30). The authors noted that the average person in Togo spends EUR 3.99 per person per year on health, while a stroke patient hospitalized in Lome spends an average of 170 times more in only 17.4 days. Accordingly, most of the Togolese cannot afford specialized neurology care for a stroke [50]. Notably, there is absence of health insurance in most countries in SSA. Healthcare is majorly paid from out of pocket expenses. This outrageous cost of stroke is therefore borne by the patient and the family. Stroke therefore becomes an ostentatious disease.

The primary goal of managing a patient with acute stroke is to minimize the amount of brain damage. Central to this objective is the element of time. There are few other organs where this concept of time is critical. In SSA, persons with stroke do not present early to the healthcare facility [34,51-53]. In Senegal, most of the patients were referred to a medical centre late. Admission was before the 6th h for only one patient and none of the patients was admitted before the 3rd h. Interestingly, 70% of these patients resided in the nation’s capital, Dakar. Late treatment was related to the remoteness of medical centers. Among patients residing in Dakar, the first visit occurred between 6 and 24 h in 30% as against 7.8% in those patients residing in rural areas of the country. Educational level and socio-economic status had no effect on late treatment. The authors concluded that stroke victims receive care too late. This situation arises because of insufficiency of human and material resources and inaccessibility to care centers [34].

A similar study in Nigeria assessed the time of presentation of patients of 128 stroke patients. Only 13 (10.2%) arrived the hospital within 3 h of the stroke. The median time of arrival was more than 3 h but less than one day achieved by 52 (40.6%) patients. Another 41 (32.0%) arrived after the first day but within a week. The rest of the 22 patients (17.2%) arrived after more than a week. Similarly, the authors also found that educational status had no impact on the time of presentation. The conclusion of the study was that most of the patients presented late after the stroke. They lamented that this late presentation which is a common practice in the developing countries interfered with the acute management contributing immensely to the high mortality of stroke [51]. In Burkina Faso, the time between the onset of clinical signs and the first contact with a peripheral public health unit extended from 30 min to 24 h with an average of 6 h and 56 min [52] while 8.5% and 17% of the patients presented before 3 and 6 h, respectively at the emergency unit in another Nigeria centre [53]. This late presentation can be explained partly by poor knowledge as discussed above. However distance to the hospital and cost and mode of transportation remain a major hindrance in access to the hospital. There are few/no ambulance services in most hospital in SSA. All persons coming to the hospital make their own transport arrangements. This varies from personal cars, cabs, buses, tricycles or motor bikes. The predominant means of transport being commercial vehicles (taxi/cab) in Ghana. Local ambulance services were mostly used when patients were referred from another hospital [54]. Even in more advanced Morocco, this lack of ambulance services accounted for the delay of 120 min as against the SITS delay of 65 min [55]. Furthermore, pre-hospital care for stroke patients is unknown [34] as seen in Senegal.

Another hindrance to optimal stroke care is the unavailability of qualified personnel. There are not many neurologists in SSA to drive effective and optimal stroke care. A multi-site, hospital-based survey was conducted in 11 major referral hospitals from Ghana found acute stroke care by specialists, especially neurologists, in 36.4% [4] of the study hospitals [54]. Remarkably WHO recommendations is to reach at least the ratio of one neurologist for 50,000 people in a state, the fact in SSA is, in the "best" case, it is one for 5 million. All the French-speaking countries have just one neurologist. There are still few (Cape Verde Islands, Gambia, Equatorial Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Sao Tome and Principe) who do not have a single neurologist [56]. The author of this paper has been the only neurologist in Akwa Ibom State Nigeria; a state with a population of approximately 4 million persons (as at 2006 census) [57] for the past 8 years. There were 19 responding countries in a study carried out to provide a comprehensive understanding of neurology training: 10 had no formal neurology training programs. Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Republic of the Congo, and Mozambique had an adult neurology program while only Ethiopia, Madagascar, Nigeria, Senegal, and South Africa had adult and pediatric neurology programs [58]. Among 17 of the reporting countries, there is an estimated average of 0.6 neurologists per million people. The authors concluded that 'Neurology training programs in sub-Saharan Africa are relatively limited in number and have several unmet needs including a small cadre of faculty and an opportunity to standardize curricula and financing of programs' [58]. Finally, the lack of stroke units all over SSA cannot be over emphasized. Few countries in Africa as a whole have stroke units; most have only one [54,55,59].

**Action taken in the care of stroke in Sub-Saharan Africa**

Stroke as noted earlier has become a treatable disease. On making a clinical diagnosis of stroke, there is an orderly process of evaluation and management. The first goal is to prevent or reverse brain injury [4] as noted above. Thereafter there is an urgent performance of an emergency noncontrast head CT scan to differentiate between ischemic stroke and hemorrhagic stroke. Subsequently, treatments designed to reverse or lessen the amount of tissue infarction and improve clinical outcome are instituted. The big question is ‘Are these obtainable in the sub-Saharan Africa? How many centres have CT scan machines? Is thrombolytic therapy available in these centres? Are there
dedicated stroke units? One author has opined that there is limited capacity for Sub Saharan Africa hospitals to provide optimal stroke care [60]. Indeed optimal stroke care in SSA is a Herculean task.

In low-resource settings, CT scanners are either unavailable or unaffordable, forcing clinicians to make difficult clinical decision [61]. In fact, until recently many tertiary/referral hospitals in sub Saharan Africa did not have CT scan machines [24,37]. Few stroke persons were opportune to have a CT scan viz: 5.83% 24, 11.11% [62] in Nigeria, 10% from Madagascar [63] and even 0% from Gambia [64]. More recently, the percentages are increasing gradually as one Nigerian study showed that 40.8% patients had CT brain, while 5.6% had magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [65] and 34.9% in Zimbabwe [60]. Yet another Nigerian study on stroke in the young, all the 69 (100%) patients had a brain CT scan [66]. The authors however did not indicate how long it took to perform the scans. In the multisite study in Ghana [8] study sites reported having a brain computed tomographic (CT) scan, only [7] (63.6%) were functional at the time of the study. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI scan) services were also limited to only 4 (36.4%) hospitals (only functional in 3) [54].

In one centre, patients were referred to the nearest hospital about 130 km away where the facility was available [37]. Only 31% in a Nigerian centre presented for imaging within 12 h, while 46% failed to present within 24 h of symptom onset [67]. The mean presentation time for CT imaging was 70 h (SD ± 94 h) with a median time of 24 h. No patient presented in the time frame of less than 3 h. Only 6 (7.2%) patients presented for CT within six h of their onset of symptoms and 57 (68.7%) patients presented more than 12 h after the onset of symptom [67]. In Burkina Faso, after arrival in medical emergencies, patients spent on average 21h and 18 min to undergo CT scan [68].

Stroke units are a rare luxury in SSA being only one in Ghana [54] with no provision of thrombolysis using tissue plasminogen activator for acute ischemic stroke care. Thrombolysis is not available and had never been prescribed in Burkina Faso [68]. However, a first thrombolysis has actually been reported in Congo [69]. In Nigeria to the best of the author's knowledge thrombolysis has not been commenced in most centres. In most countries in SSA therefore, treatment of stroke is essentially supportive with the use of aspirin for acute ischemic stroke was reported in all the hospitals. Surgical procedures for acute stroke care such as revascularization, decompressive craniotomy, arteriovenous malformation treatment, surgery for aneurysm treatment are also rudimentary.

South Africa is the most technologically advanced country in Africa. It is the only country in sub Saharan Africa with well-established stroke units. Antithrombolytic drugs are administered routinely in these stroke units hence; they have similar outcomes to the developed world [70]. These centres have gone further to institute multidisciplinary stroke care noting a reduction of inpatient mortality from 33% to 16% in one case [71]. The authors however decried the fact that the number of CT brain scans performed and referral to a tertiary hospital did not increase significantly [71]. One suggestion is that a greater endeavour should be made in resource-limited settings to expand facilities to enable intravenous r-tPA treatment within the 4.5 h period following onset of stroke. The resources required are small with the main costs being a CT scan of the brain and the cost of r-tPA [72].

There is yet the unmet need of stroke rehabilitation facilities across SSA. Two-thirds of all families received no stroke education before discharge in a rural African setting [73]. All patients were discharged into family care as there was no stroke rehabilitation facility available to the community. Most survivors improved functionally but were left with significant disability. The authors recommended introduction of measures to improve family education and the level of home-based care in order to reduce carer strain and the degree of functional disability [73].

**Recommendations**

Population-based health education programs and appropriate public health policy must be developed [73]. This will largely improve the poor awareness. The emphasis should be on preventing the development of risk factors in the first place. Regrettably, some are unaware of the presence of these risk factors or are poorly controlled if known [74]. High blood pressure is the most powerful predictor of stroke, and its treatment can reduce the risk of stroke by ≥ 40% [62]. In one case however, as much as 64% of the stroke patients had the hypertension diagnosed for the first time [29]. Control of risk factors will guarantee SSA a “stroke-free” future [75]. The involvement of community and faith-based organisations in spiritually inclined SSA has a lot of merit [76]. These organisations can go a long way in health education and public enlightenment campaigns. The author of this paper has been involved in such public enlightenment campaigns in the church with amazing results.

There should be better health funding by the government as declared in the ‘Abuja target’. Better funding will translate to more hospital, better infrastructure, more training of neurologists and other health personnel. The net effect will be optimal stroke care. Countries in SSA should embrace health insurance either provided by the government, community or faith based organisations.

Collaboration from international organisations especially in the area of research and acute care will be of immense benefit e.g. the international health partnership to share knowledge of stroke management and service development to support the improvement of stroke care in Ghana [77].

**Conclusion**

There is an enormous stroke burden and mortality in SSA. Despite the fact that stroke is treatable, quality care remains a mirage in SSA. In essence, most persons in SSA are not getting the stroke care they need: Awareness, Access and Action are still very much below par. More effort is needed in all three areas.
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